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EDITOR’s NOTE
A few more mornings like the ones we have been experiencing and my doggy’s water bowl will be ready for
skating on. I don’t know about your feelings on this subject, but I am seriously not a winter person. Wrap up and
bear with it as it is only about 6 more weeks to go and it will be Blossom Time. I cannot wait.
It does seem however that many do enjoy a swim of some sort during the winter months so there will be
coverage of some winter swims and the Dolphin Mile swims from KZN. The cold one of the year still goes to the
Polar Bear Swim in the KZN Central Drakensberg area. Madness, I say. Please also do look at the GALA SCHEDULES
for the coming season on the SAMS Website so that you can plan accordingly for any meets coming up in your
areas.
The next National event is the Winter Challenge.PEASE CHECK THE SAMS WEBSITE FOR DETAILS AND ENTRY FORMS. This is a charity event
so please get out there and support your club and your local charity. It is an opportunity for all of us to help and assist others, doing
something we passionately care about, Swimming.
Although sneaking in after the winter, Montreal is around the corner. Good luck to all of you who will be participating in World Masters.
We will be following the results from sunny SA. Sorry Cape Town you have winter rains.
SA Short Course Championships are also on the horizon and this is run independently per Region so again please check with your regional
bodies for dates, times and venues. The events program will sent out shortly to each region. Good luck to all competing.
Even though its still a bit chilly out there now is the time go recruit for Nationals 2015. Gauteng are going all out to make it an event that
you will never forget. So check out the exciting update from Gauteng included in this newsletter.
For any Tri-Athlete reading this, please come and join Masters Swimming. There no better way to improve your swimming than to train and
swim with “Swimmers”
Till next time keep smiling, keep laughing and MOST IMPORTANTLY keep on swimming.
Owen

MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR
Winter bites and chills the bone. But don’t let that worry you - keep active! Those of you with the luxury of having access to heated pools,
keep swimming otherwise get yourself into the gym and do some workouts there. How about some cross-training? That bicycle of yours is
getting rusty and your running/walking shoes are gathering dust. Being active is much more beneficial than lounging on your couch watching,
on TV, others running around a soccer field; being heroes, going mad or winging about money! But forget all that and be a “doer” and not a
“watcher”.
We had yet another very successful Presidents Meeting very kindly hosted by Rita and Francois. It was truly
gratifying to see the camaraderie and support from all the regions.
On our immediate horizon we have the Winter Challenge Charity swim in August and then there is the SC
champs in October. Time has the habit of flying by so you cannot afford to be lazy for too long.
Those of you who have not yet paid your subs now is the time to do so! The early bird lucky draw for
registered members will take place on 31 July as always and the lucky member will receive a R400 cash
refund on their subs.
In all, some 32 of our members will be participating next month in the Montreal Masters World Champs. Brilliant! Have a great time, great
swimming and keep your club’s as well as SA’s flag flying high.
Those of you who are disappointed in not being able to participate in Montreal, not to worry as our Gauteng masters are hard at work in
making sure our nationals in March next year at Ellis Park are going to be truly fantastic – and a huge thank you to Gauteng from all of us.
Best wishes to all of you, keep fit and well.
Anton

SAMS and your Presidents
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PRESIDENTS MEETING:
MASTERS: RECREATIONAL SWIMMERS – OR NOT?
One of the issues discussed at the last Presidents Meeting is “Where do we fit in”
According to FINA, Masters is about competing for fitness, friendship and understanding, representing clubs.
This fundamental theorem set Masters apart, not only from other aquatic disciplines (such as senior/elite swimming and open water) but also
other individual sports like triathlon (with age groups identical to Masters) where structures and administrative systems are all geared for
selection processes to enable athletes to compete at provincial, national and international levels. This is not the case for Masters! Next month
we will have 32 of our members competing in Montreal in an international arena, all representing their clubs and whose entry times have not
been sanctioned by anyone!
Because of this essential difference, SSA has, in the past, provided Masters the license to function as an associate member and largely
independently of SSA affiliates (i.e. the regional aquatic associations) – and we have, for the past 30 years or so, managed very successfully on
our own.
However, and as discussed earlier this year at the Bloemfontein AGM, SSA are now adamant that Masters be fully integrated within its structures
and that Masters’ clubs be registered with SSA affiliates just like any other aquatic club - regardless of the differentials between Masters and the
other aquatic disciplines!
In order to find a way forward for SAMS, the Tshwane Masters region (also representing SAMS) initiated a meeting with NTS (Northern Tigers
Swimming – the SSA affiliate responsible for aquatics in North Gauteng). Discussions centred on a proposal from SAMS which NTS accepted but
with some crucial adjustments and specifically, the identification of three athlete categories – “competitive”, “recreational” and “exceptions”.
In terms of FINA’s definition, Masters fall squarely in the “recreational” category. This is important as it paves the way for a different set of fees,
rules and administrative procedures to be applied to Masters and Masters’ clubs and as such, the foundation is set to provide for the differentials
– some of which are highlighted in the table below. Incidentally, the “exceptions” category caters for non-affiliated school swimmers and
pensioners with the possibility of even further reduced rates for our “oldies”.
SSA’s requirement should be viewed in a positive light as it is believed that this heralds an exciting new relationship with SSA affiliates with
overall benefit to swimming in South Africa. One is reminded of Winston Churchill’s BBC message during World War II, when BBC broadcasted
something to the effect: “This is not the end; it not even the beginning of the end; nor it is the end of a beginning but it is a new beginning.”
Table: The essential differences between “competitive” and “recreational” swimming.
Competitive swimming - SSA/FINA
Compete to be the best that they can ever be. Ultimate goal to compete at the
highest level.
Nurture young people to be world class.
Application forms geared to young people (e.g. information providing parent
details, etc.)
Where applicable, age as at day of event or as at calendar year start.
A system based on sanctioned qualifying times.
A system based on selection processes to represent districts, provinces and
nations.
International competition through national representation.
SA/World records at any FINA sanctioned gala.

Masters (recreational) swimming – SAMS/FINA
No desire or no longer able to compete at the highest level. Swim for
fitness, friendship and understanding.
Encourage adults to swim for fitness and health.
Application forms geared to adults (e.g. information providing details
of next of kin, etc.)
Age as at calendar year end.
No qualifying times and times are not sanctioned by anyone.
No selection processes – masters represent clubs.

Must reside and register with a club in the applicable affiliates’ area of
jurisdiction.
Registration for the season closes 31 October.

May belong to any club world-wide.

Administration through paid officers (e.g. SSA, affiliate secretaries) and/or
parents
A fee structure based on clubs providing professional coaching and to make
provision for all the above.

Competitive

International competition through club representation.
SA/World masters records only at FINA sanctioned masters galas.

Registration for the season closes at the closing date for National LC
Champs
Administration by masters for masters
Fees kept to a minimum to encourage adults to register with masters.

Recreational
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OPEN WATER SWIMMING – Ann Gray.
Hi again everyone. Last season proved that there is an ever increasing interest in Open Water Swimming in South Africa. For all ages.
This is indeed good news for our sport.
Here at the coast the swimmers are still braving the winter with the Dolphin Mile series. They have been very well attended and the
conditions have been excellent. Hold thumbs for the rest.
THE DOLPHIN MILE SWIM SERIES.

The Dolphin Mile Swim Series continues to be popular not only with KZN Master Swimmers but Master Swimmers from Gauteng as well, and
hopefully these fabulous events will attract many more form all over South Africa. All Registrations takes place a Marine Surf Life Saving Club
near uShaka Beach.

Barbara Bowley

The Start

Trevor Du Plessis

Future Dates are 22 June, 20 July (depending on Sardines) 3 August and 7 September. For more details contact Heather Campbell
082 3207083

POLAR BEAR CHARITY SWIM CHALLENGE
This is a FUN Swim raising money for charity. The Polar Bear Swim Challenge took place on Saturday 28th June at 12 noon at the Dragon Peaks
Mountain Resort Dam. Fifty five brave swimmers, cheered on by many spectators, took up the challenge to swim in the 10˚ dam from the main
land to the “island” where a log fire, warm soup and rolls and certificates were waiting. The swimmers had the opportunity to also win some of
the generous lucky draw prizes donated by local hotels, restaurants and adventure centres in the Central Drakensberg.
Masters swimmers were from East Coast, Highway and Wahoo. Special mention must be made of Wahoo Masters Swimming Club who collected
R4700.00 from their members and converted this into dog food, blankets for the Estcourt and District SPCA and the Khetani Dog Project. Mama
Bear (Ann Gray), the organiser is a member of the Highway Masters Swimming Club and lives close to the venue where the swim took place.
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We’ve kept the 1st picture small as Owen Sheftz is in a Mankini.

Races from the 22nd June
Province
KwaZuluNatal
KwaZuluNatal
KwaZuluNatal

Date
22Jun14
20Jul-14
03Aug14

Northern
Cape

13Jul-14

Western
Cape

06Jul-14
03Aug14
09Aug14
18Oct14
22/23Nov14
7/8thFeb15

Western
Cape
Western
Cape
Gauteng
KwaZuluNatal
KwaZuluNatal

Race

Venue

Contact

Telephone

Dolphin Mile Surf Swim Series 6

uShaka pier

Heather Campbell

082-3207083 (cell)

Dolphin Mile
(Sardine Run?)

uShaka pier

Heather Campbell

082-3207083 (cell)

Dolphin Mile Surf Swim Series 7

uShaka pier

Heather Campbell

082-3207083 (cell)

Ice Swim Africa

Nuwedam

Lauren Wileman

083-4631827 (cell)

First Sunday of the Month Swim - Jul

Fourth Beach

Warren Filakov

072-6022557 (cell)

First Sunday of the Month Swim - Aug

Fourth Beach

Warren Filakov

072-6022557 (cell)

Freedom Swim Series: Women's Day
Swim

Camps Bay
Beach

Derrick Frazer

082-7705798 (cell)

Sun City

Sun City

Confirmed

Dates

Capital K Swim

Midmar

Confirmed

Dates

Midmar Mile

Midmar

Confirmed

Dates

For those who enjoy open water distance challenges “Like” the OPEN WATER SWIMMING Facebook page or go on to the website
dailynews.openwaterswimming.com

For the next issue I will be adding a section on “Training for Open Water in the pool”, as this is where most
of us do our training. Until then enjoy your swimming and enjoy the good outdoors that is Open Water
Swimming.
Yours in Open Water.
Ann (For this issue “Mama Bear”)
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By Terry Downes

Express yourself. Swimming at a higher level

I had a moment of insight while watching, of all things, Idols, for lack of anything better to watch. One of the judges advised that the singer
needed to express herself more. He recommended that she should practice all the basics really well so that when it comes to the performance,
all the things, like singing perfectly on key, hitting the rhythm just right, controlling the pitch and volume and tone, and some other things that
I cannot remember, just happen without concentrating on them. The point he was making is that only when you have mastered the basics can
you really get into the song and truly express yourself without having to concentrate on all the other things. Singing at a higher level, not just
reproducing the lyrics, but putting your soul into the performance makes such a difference to how you come across. He admitted that he
couldn’t really describe exactly what the difference would be but insisted that the judges and audience would hear the difference.
Isn’t it exactly the same with swimming? There are at least three basics to swimming: Fitness, technique and attitude. Of course each of these
three elements has many levels and numerous facets at each level. For instance, fitness for a 50m sprinter differs from that of a distance
swimmer, and even the techniques differ, so does the attitude, both in training and competing. Nevertheless whatever your preference, if you
want to swim at a higher level (and it doesn’t matter what level you are on) you first need to get the basics right. We all know that when you
get tired, technique drains like water from a leaky bucket and attitude sinks like a feeling of despair. To avoid this happening during a race you
need to be fit enough, which means that you need to have done some seriously smart training. On the other hand, if your technique is poor,
you are inefficient in the water and getting from here to there and back be much more tiring than it needs to be. So improvement of technique
is essential to expressing yourself as you would like to. The other element, attitude, is built, or perhaps “grows” is a better word, together with
the previous two. Good attitude doesn’t suddenly appear on the day of competition, it is nurtured with every training session and encouraged
every time you think about what you are doing and why.
The point is that you can only expect to perform at a higher level when you have done the necessary preparation. The better you prepare the
more time you can spend on higher level swimming. If you have to think of where you must place your hand as it enters the water, at what
angle your elbow needs to be during the power stroke and whether you are going to be able to finish the race, then there is no space in your
mind for higher, more important things. Take pace as an example. (I am not quite sure whether pacing is to be regarded as one of the basics or
whether it qualifies as a higher level activity. For the moment let’s consider it to be the latter).
When racing anything longer than a 50, pacing becomes an important factor in swimming a successful race. In a 100m race you cannot
maintain the maximum speed of the 50, the pace has to be just slightly slower. Not too much, but definitely not flat out. Compare the times,
your own or world record times. The 100 time is longer than twice the 50 time. So too when you swim a 200, 400 and 800 etc. Knowing and
recognising (feeling) the correct pace is something you need to do during a race if you want to swim your best time. This is a higher level
activity that helps you express yourself better during training and especially competition. It becomes more complex – your pace is not the
same for the entire race.
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You are at maximum speed as you enter the water and during the first six to ten strokes you need to find the correct pace. By this time you are
at the 25m mark and ready to take the first breath. Breathing disrupts the stroke but, unlike the 50, it is something that you are encouraged to
do every so often. You should now have settled into the desired pace which is maintained until you see the T.
Preparing for and performing the turn is a combination of learned/prepared activity and higher level performance. It is something that needs
to be concentrated on. Once again as you leave the wall you are at maximum pace which must be used to best advantage. Think underwater
technique, think streamlining, both expressions of efficiency.

The higher level is recognising the feel of good technique and making the small adjustments necessary for best performance. The final twenty
metres, or perhaps the last ten or five are all associated with pacing, feeling, determination and sheer guts. The last three are in the mind and
often determine whether you achieve your goal or not. These are the expressions that can only be elicited when the basics have been
established firmly. Now here is the thing: Whatever you want to do in a race has to be done over and over again in training. The more you get
things right in training the better you perform when racing. Seems obvious, doesn’t it?

Express yourself. Sing at a higher level

Thanks to Vic and Mac.
http://www.singingsoftwarereviews.com/
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The Warm Up Pool

The Mail Pool

In Gala Mode

YOUR 2015 ORGANISING COMMITTEE

The New Look Change Rooms

It is looking smashing with a huge lick of paint, a refurb and for the love of swimming.

The Nationals 2015 organising committee are very happy to report that we are well on track for Jozi 2015. The Ellis Park pool has been booked
and secured and is currently undergoing a fantastic facelift. With a dedicated warm up pool, secure parking, lots of showers and changing space
and a world class 50m pool this is the perfect venue.
We are also working hard on building an “athletes village” so you won’t have to travel anywhere to get anything!!
The open water swim will be hosted by the Heia Safari Range which is widely regarded as having the cleanest water in Gauteng. This is a beautiful
venue and hosts a wide variety of game so you can do a mini safari at the same time! Wayne Ridden, race organiser for the Midmar Mile, the
biggest open water event in the world, has very kindly included the open water swim in his event so you can be sure it will also be a world class
affair. As this is a Masters event, Open water swimmers will be eligible not only for places and medals as Masters Swimmers but also in the open
event. If you would like to stay in touch with what is happening for 2015 please make sure you are connected to our Facebook page which you
can
find
at
https://www.facebook.com/#!/SAMASTERSSWIMMINGCHAMPS2015.
Alternatively
drop
us
an
e-mail
at nationals2015@samastersswimming.com.
There has also already been a newsletter which we hope you have all received and another on its way. We are truly hoping to have swimmers
from every Masters Club in SA so please be in touch with your suggestions, questions and concerns. Looking forward to seeing you all in Jozi next
March.
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Regional and club news
Tshwane

We have now completed all the AGMs for the last season and we can now concentrate on recruiting
as many new members as we can, in order to double our Coelacanths membership for 2014/15
Season. Tshwane Players club is growing, and is starting to participate with our club in the local
masters galas. Watch out! Gauteng. We are out to get the Inter-Regional shield back this season.
Tshwane awards handed out at combined Coelacanth/Tshwane AGM.

Margaret Ambler

Annemarie Dressler

Gary Albertyn

Tshwane Trophy Winners 2013/2014
Best Male Swimmer – Gary Albertyn.
Best Female Swimmer – Annemarie Dressler
Most Improved Swimmer – Anton Harrop-Allin
Excellent Progress in Swimming – Margaret Ambler
Most Enthusiastic Member – Ann Hanson
Swimmer of the Year – Annemarie Dressler
Tshwane Colours Awards went to: Isabel McLaren and Hennie Theron

We wished our 4 members going to the World Masters Championships in Montreal, lots of luck. They were presented with
their envelopes full of SA goodies for swopping or using themselves, a Coelacanth swimming-cap, a SA Pin, tattoos, stickers
and an SA Flag. From Coelacanths: Gary Albertyn, Annemarie Dressler, Marieke Bouwer and Selwyn Sundelowitz. All 32 SA
Masters going to Montreal were handed envelopes and wished, good luck, from the SAMS Committee. Go Tshwane. Go SA.
Coelacanths and Players have been participating in the Frostbite Galas held at Wahoo Pool. Great venue, warm water and some excellent
swimming for this time of the year.

Owen Van Renen as chief timekeeper
Player’s team at Frostbite

Annemarie Dressler simply delighted

Carola Du Plooy timing Sabine Verryn

Well done to Terry Downes and Harald Ruck for breaking the S.A.
Short Course record for the 100 Backstroke. Terry also broke the
100 Free and 400 Free SA records and to those who broke
Tshwane Short Course Records, at Frostbite galas, so far.
Congratulations to Craig Stanton for completing the Robben Island swim. You are a star!
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Exciting things happening in August! Our Winter Challenge is once again coming up and there will be lots of prizes to be won on the day. The
proceeds once again will be going to Irene Homes for the Mentally Disabled. Hillcrest Pool might unfortunately be out of action as new heaters
have to be installed. We will advise everyone of an alternate venue should it be required. Those who will not be able to make the 30th, may do
their individual challenge
in any pool 25m or 50m, during the month of August, in their own time.
Please come and join me
opportunity for one to

on the 4th October, at Hillcrest Pool, for the Coelacanths 1500 Swim. This is a great
get into shape, before the Sun City Swim in November. Keep well and keep swimming!!

Next on the programme will be our Tshwane Mid-Year Braai held at Rietvlei Reserve on 26th July, 2014.
Everyone is welcome. Invitation is on the Coelacanth Masters Swimming website for all Clubs. So no matter
where or who you are, we would love to have you all join us. Be there its wonderful!

Our Personality profile for the Winter Edition is
GARY ALBERTYN
The Stories Confirmed Text: Rick de Villiers Images: Susan du Toit and Gary's own collection

Who is the real Gary Albertyn? The Medalist digs behind the myth to find a legend.
When you ask Gary Albertyn’s colleagues at are those who knew him as an exceptionally talented swimmer, and there are those who now know him as a
dependable number cruncher. The stories almost seem too good to be true. ‘Pure Gary,’ Rocco Meiring says with a chuckle. ‘That’s what we used to call
Gary in his swimming days. He got the nickname because he was always such an upstanding guy. Or at least he appeared to be.’ Meiring, a long-time friend
and colleague of Albertyn, looks around the room conspiratorially, his eyes speaking good-humoured jesting. ‘Don’t be fooled – ‘pure’ Gary has a dark side
too. In his day the girls used to swoon over him. Who knows whether he yielded to temptation?’ Another chuckle escapes his mouth. ‘You can ask him
about it, but he’s got a knack for being vague.’
The hpc to describe him, you’re sure to get a very positive picture of the man. Some call him diligent, others trustworthy. There I arrive at the Finance
House of the hpc where I’m supposed to meet the man himself. I’m shown to his office by a secretary; he’ll be with me in just a second. I gaze around the
room, noticing a picture of two kids on his desk, a signed and framed Manchester United shirt on the one wall, a white board covered confusedly with
numbers and dates on another.
Just as I start my psycho-analysis of the writing and choice of colour marker displayed on the board, Gary Albertyn steps through the door. He is a tall man,
and his hand swallows mine when we greet. He invites me to sit down and call him by his first name. I do so, and the familiarity makes it difficult to pursue
the line of questioning suggested by his friend. Instead I go opt for the route of history.
When did I start swimming?’ Gary muses and tries to recall when his life aquatic began. ‘I was in Standard three. My family had just moved to Alabama,
America. One day we went out to a nearby recreational pool, and was noticed by Jonty Skinner, assistant coach at the University of Alabama swimming
programme. From there on in swimming became a big focus in my life. ’During his high school career at Littleton Manor in Centurion, Gary kept honing his
talent in the water. ‘After school I trained with veteran Springbok coach Kobie Louw while doing a degree in BCom Accounting at the Pukke’s Van der Bijl
Park campus. And in 1991 I was awarded a scholarship to the University of Nebraska where I stayed for two years.’
I get the idea that had I not spoken to Rocco Meiring beforehand and learnt from him about the Gary’s many achievements, my subject’s modesty would
have prevented a true account of his impact on South African swimming. At one point in his career, Gary held the record for the most national titles in
South Africa, and in one year (1989) managed to pick up as many as 17 of these. He was both member of the Protea Team and the national master’s team,
and also attained Springbok colours for biathlon. Apart from the positive impact Gary’s individual success had on the South African swimming community,
he has also been greatly influential in terms of development and coaching. In partnership with Rocco Meiring, Cobus van der Walt, Xilia Joyce and Professor
Niek Grové, Gary contributed to the re-opening of the Tuks Swimming club in 1999, which since then has gone on to nurture and produce some of South
Africa’s best swimmers.
But for the last four years, Gary’s present duties have had him swimming in numbers. Since 2005 he has been the hpc’s financial manager – the go-to-guy
who keeps calm when everyone else panics at the sound of terms like ledgers and impaired financial abilities in mild cognitive impairment. Okay, maybe I
just looked up these terms on the internet for dramatic effect, but the point is Gary Albertyn can keep calm under pressure. For the grand finale I get to
‘Gary and the girls.’ A massive smile spreads across his face and a light shade of pink flushes his cheeks. ‘You must always remember to take what Rocco
says with a pinch of salt. He likes to exaggerate.’
As vague as his friend predicted he would be. I realise this and also that everything his colleagues mentioned about him is true. He is honest, warm, and a
gentleman. He has made his mark on South African swimming and continues to be a big personality. For once, the stories surrounding a legend are true.
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Gauteng
GMS NEWS LETTER
June 2014

The season is but a pup but already the Masters Swimming Clubs registered under GMS have started gathering their numbers in eager
anticipation of the new season.
With frostbite 1 and 2 now under our belts Gauteng can already toast records broken at both galas.
Open Water Swimming remains a firm favourite amongst Gautengers and it seems as though extreme swims are topping the charts in that
particular division.
Phoenix, Wahoo and Aqua Athlete have swimmers training for, between their first, and in excess of their 10th Robben Island Swims – and we
don’t even have a beach to boast of in our region…
‘Way to go GAUTENG!!
Congrats to Emil Berning who led this season’s crossings by successfully completing his first Robben Island Swim in May this year.
No guesses for which club is purple mad! These purple-people are currently on an all-out-mission to photograph all things purple. Watch out
Guinness Book of Records!!
Phoenix remains dedicated to a strong blue and black look whilst Aqua Athlete remains true to a cool grey and white look...
Choose your club, choose your colour code.
Gauteng and Johannesburg specifically will be hosting the 2015 Nationals. Our highly motivated committee is made up of members from
Wahoo, Phoenix as well as Aqua Athlete. This mix with its strong members is sure to guarantee a cracker of an event. Please see the section on
Nationals 2015 update.
Wahoo News…..Short but definitely PURPLE
Purple, Purple everywhere you turn….just can’t get away from the Purple…..recently spotted in purple:
Purple Cow spotted by Graeme Parsons: Purple Volvo spotted by Mervyn Miller: Purple Rose spotted by Allen Morrison: Guy wearing purple
outfit in Uganda spotted by Jaco Erasmus:
So if you happen to spot the purple colour, post it to the Wahoo Facebook Page!

Ann Jones would like to put the record straight and that her beautiful
PURPLE TOP above is not representative of the Wahoo Purple AT ALL.

Top Achievers Frostbite 1 (Sorry folks. Even the ink has gone Purple)

Two SA records from:
SAMS qualifying times by:

Terry Downes: 100 FS and 400 FS
Andre Steynberg and Terry Downes
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Our Personality profile for the Winter Edition is
SUE LEUNER

Sue, Jane and Ann. The beautiful Roberts Sisters

Sue in the 50’s

Sue today

Susan Leuner (Phoenix member) born 21/4/1939
Sue has had a remarkable illustrious swimming career going back to the 1950s. After mixing it up with the brave she earned
her Springbok colours. Remember back then there were no ear/nose plugs, goggles, caps, heated pools, ‘Go faster’ Speedo’s.
Lane ropes were cork floats, strung together with string that had no effect on protecting a swimmer from the turbulence in
the lanes either side of you. You could almost surf in the end lane, as the water bounced off the scupper. Sue persevered
sometimes reeking of chlorine and her hair going green.
Sue, was one of our last lady swimming medallists to attend an Olympics before South Africa was unceremoniously dumped out
in 1964. She swam in the 1956 Olympics (Melbourne) and was part of the ladies 4 x 100 freestyle relay team that won Bronze.
This was the only medal SA won in the swimming and our last Olympics swimming medals for a long while.
The “Fab Four” consisted of- Natalie Myburgh, Susan Roberts, Moira Abernethy and Jeanette Myburgh. If one was a swimmer in
the mid to late 50’s, these names were legendary. And still are.
Women's 4 × 100 metres Freestyle Relay
Games

Age

City

Sport

Team

NOC

Phase

Rank

T

1956 Summer

16

Melbourne

Swimming

South Africa

RSA

Final

3

4:25.7

Sue has been swimming Masters for a number of years and has received her South African colours almost every year that she
swam. She took a break but returned with a vengeance in Bloemfontein 2014.
Sue was one of the outstanding swimmers at Nationals in Bloemfontein where she broke SAM’s records in all 6 of her
individual events in the 800/400/200/100 and 50 free and 50 Fly.
She was also part of 2x 280+ relay teams that broke SA records at Nationals.
So in total, at one nationals, Sue broke 8 SA Records. Another remarkable feat for this kind unassuming lady of the pool.
She received SAMS and GMS colours once again this past season.
Every time Sue swims SAMS and GMS records are broken.
Phoenix is very proud to have Sue as part of our team.
Sue with sisters Anne Jones and Jane Hulley are all going to World Masters Championships in Montreal...we expect great
things from her and the sisters. All the very best to the three of you. We will be watching in anticipation.
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KZN MASTERS
FUN FITNESS AND FELLOWSHIP APLENTY IN THE KZN MASTERS
ABOUT OUR SWIMMERS
KZN MASTERS’ SWIMMING HONOURS AWARDS - Congratulations to those KZN Masters swimmers who will be receiving their Honours at
the beginning of the season: Jill Hanass-Hancock, Heather Campbell, Jenny Ireland, Morag Bromfield, Jimmy Hughes, Wendy Cook, Bev
Shuttleworth, Theo van der Merwe and Jim Saunders.
The following have achieved the Honours times but not yet fulfilled the criteria: Peter Larcombe, Annette Thatcher, Julian Taylor, Graham du
Toit, Shirley Carey, Bryan Tatterson, David Letchert, Romi Hillerman, Debbie Nortje and Willi Kokott.
FINA WORLD MASTERS IN MONTREAL 2014- two KZN masters swimmers are training hard for this- Barbara Leiman and Annette Thatcher –
best of luck and enjoy every race you swim!
THE NEW 2014- 2015 SEASON - our first event will be the Winter Fitness Charity Relay in August. More details on this and the rest of the
season will be out soon. Please contact Rosemary Clark for more details on the next Gala dates. The Dolphin Mile dates are in the Open Water
Section.

ROSEMARY CLARK’S E MAIL INTERVIEW
WITH ANN GRAY
FROM
HIGHWAY MASTERS SWIMMING CLUB

Our Personality profile for the Winter Edition is
ANN GRAY

Ann on the left receiving her 25 year awarrd at Midmar

Did you swim competitively as a youngster?
Although I learnt to swim at an early age, I did not swim competitively as a youngster. I did however swim in inter- school galas.
When and why did you get involved with Masters swimming?
I had heard about a swim called the Midmar Mile and decided to enter after I did a few lengths at the local Dragon Peaks Pool close to where I live.
My first Midmar Mile was on exactly the same day that Nelson Mandela was released from prison, Sunday 11th February 1990. I so enjoyed the
atmosphere at the Start and everything about the swim was just so great that I said “If I do this again I had better do some training. My love for
open water swimming was ‘released’ that day. Maureen Phillips from Estcourt encouraged me to join KZN Masters Swimming in the 1991/1992
season with a view that pool events would improve my open water times! I have never looked back.
Where does your love of Open Water Swimming come from?
I just love the outdoors and mostly it is the swimmers who are really special friendly people with this love for Open Water. With Open Water
swimming one can tour the country, swimming in the various provinces, knowing that you will see some Open Water Buddies. That is one of the
reason that I have now done 25 years of the Midmar Mile, meeting old Masters’ friends and making new ones.
Do you have a favourite OWS?
Event 1 on the Saturday at Midmar Mile is one of my favourites. I just love swimming with novices and at the same time watching all the swimmers
with various challenges and disabilities from all walks of life, all swimming with such determination and courage. The Sun City Swim is very special
and Surf swims on a calm day are also my particular favourites.
Is there any Open Water Swim that has been a highlight for you?
There are a couple of swims that stand out. In 2002 I was asked to accompany Barbara Pearce of Coelancanths in a 7.5km Robben Island crossing.
She became the oldest lady to have done the crossing. I also have fond memories of my 8 Mile Pink Drive swims at the Midmar Mile in 2013. A
special highlight was on a Swim Trek Tour in May 2013. I swam 5kms with a group of fellow KZN swimmers from Meis, a small Greek Island in the
Mediterranean Sea back to the mainland in Turkey. That was really special.
Lastly every time I accompany a novice who completes an open water swim is another highlight for me. Just to be part of their joy and success.
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The Baker Family at the Awards Dinner at
Nationals -

Highway swimmers having fun at the
Awards Dinner

East Coast Belles at Happy Hour

Plenty of time to get to know your fellow
swimmers over lunch

Fellowship at our monthly galas whilst waiting
for their races

Plenty time to chat at Nationals-on the
stands

Waiting for the start of the Dolphin Mile on the
8th June- many KZN swimmers enjoy keeping Fit
during the winter month by swimming these.
Next ones are 20th July, 3rd Aug, 7th Sept.

Certainly a test of Fitness- Julian Taylor
completed an epic 24 km swim from
Umdhloti to Durban to raise awareness for
the excellent work the lifesavers do. Well
done Julian!!

The Highway Hooligans enjoying ‘Happy
Hour’ at Tempe

Fellowship whilst braaing after each
gala

OR like our ‘3 KZN Hunks’ -whilst
standing on the pool deck

Our monthly galas show us just how Fit
we really are!

In warm tropical KZN we are really looking forward the Winter Challenge and of course the SAMS NATIONAL
SHORT COURSE CHAMPS.

So if you are all for it, the Bets are on.
BEST WISHES FROMN ALL OF US HERE IN KZN.
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FREE STATE MASTERS
We are mentally exhausted after our hugely successful Nationals.
This has also been quite a cold winter, keeping people indoors.
Speaking of that a few of us were able to meet despite the freezing cold. We met at Barbas on Friday 27th June. Barbas was one of our
sponsors at the recent Nationals. They continued to support us by standing us to a round of drinks. A good time was had by all!
Here’s to the winter halfway mark. May the rest pass swiftly and we look forward to seeing everyone again in the pool. Please contact
Gwyn for information on the Winter Challenge and any other events taking place in the Free State. Keep on swimming everyone!

EASTERN PROVINCE
MASTERS
Hi all
Aquabear Masters Swimming Club started a series of winter galas which commenced on the 29th May, 2014, and thereafter every 6 weeks, to
be held at the St. Georges School Swimming pool. The next gala being on the 10 July, 2014. Anyone on holiday in the Eastern Cape will be
welcome to join us at 18h00.
The next galas will be on 21st August, 2nd October and 13th November 2014.
We plan to have the SAMS Winter Challenge for charity on the 16th August, 2014 and the SA Masters Shortcourse Championships will be held on
the 25th October, 2014 at the St. Georges School Swimming Pool.
The Jbay Cold Water Classic will be held on the 12th July, 2014. The water temperature will be in the region of 12 degrees and Theodore Yach
has confirmed his entry to this event. Other Eastern Province swimmers who will take part are, PJ Duffy, Kevin Grey and Brenton Williams.
There is a 7.5 and a 2.5 km swim, for the 7.5 no wetsuits will be allowed, only speedo type with goggles and swim cap. The 2.5 is open for
swimmers who want to wear wetsuits as well as costumes.
The swimsuit swimmers will start 3.5 minutes ahead of the wetsuit swimmers. Entries are open at www.swimmingplus.com.
All the best and keep swimming from the Eastern Cape.

This St Georges School Pool where we have
Our Winter series

Marina Martinique where the Jbay Cold
Water Classic will be held.
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Western
Province
WESTERN
PROVINCE
MASTERS

● ● ● ● ● ● ●
We recently had our AGM, which although fairly poorly attended, was a good evening. The weather was horrific, Cape Town had its first major
rainstorm of the winter, and a lot of people had to swim to get there through the deluge!
The awards were as follows:
President’s Award (in recognition for having done the most for Master’s swimming – Annemarie Odendaal.
Ralph Cohen Award (the person who best epitomises the spirit of Masters swimming-Henry Coetzee. (who has been a timekeeper at virtually
every gala going and who does it with attention to detail and great humour.
Participation Awards to Di Coetzee and Neil Steenkamp.
Golden Bullets to Calvin Maughan (Men under 50) and Ken Jenkins (Men over 50) and to Leigh Gannon (Ladies under 50) and Di Coetzee (Ladies
over 50).
The Victor Ludorum went to Izak Spies from Cape Dolphins and to Sanderina Kruger from Cape Town Masters. Special mention was made of
Sanderina’s three world records broken this year.
Several swimmers from WP will be travelling to Montreal to take part in the World Masters Champs later this year. They are: Sanderina Kruger,
Rod Holshausen, Harald Kruger, Perry Cadiz, Kathryn Nurse, Judy Brewis, Graham Fiser, Mike Winfield, Francois du Toit, Gail McCarney, Nick
Orton, Calvin Maughan, Danie Folscher, Jay Richards, Tim Shead (all CTM) and Izak Spies (Cape Dolphins). We wish them all the best and know
they will do us proud.
Apart from the swimmers travelling to Montreal, WP Masters are currently hibernating, see photo attached. But like all hibernating bears, we
will waken ready for action and will take on the challenge issued by Gauteng to take away our trophy at the next Nationals!! Here it is guys,
come and get it!

● ● ● ● ● ● ●
Di

Neil

Off to Montreal

Snug as a Bear. Will check you out in Spring
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Our Personality profile for the Winter Edition is
Di Coetzee

Things you probably didn't know about me!
I was asked to put something together for the newsletter. So here goes.
I was born and raised in Johannesburg, moved to Port Elizabeth in 1990and then to Cape Town in 1996.
My first ‘Sport Love’ was ice skating and I could ice skate virtually as soon as I could walk as my Mom was an Ice dancer and appeared
in many Ice Shows. There are many of you who will remember those fantastic Ice Shows. The costumes, the lights, the music and of
course to odd clown or two that always had us in stitches.
My first experience of swimming was ironically in Cape Town. My Mom taught me how to swim at the Sea Point Pavilion whilst we
were on holiday there, visiting my Grandparents. Today at the age of 97, my Mom is still one of my biggest supporters.
I started formal swim training at the age of 9 when my folks sent me to a swim camp, as they were fed up with me complaining that
I was bored in the school holidays. No video games to occupy our time. Thank goodness.
My swimming progressed and I ended going to school with Clare Davies, also now a dedicated Masters swimmer for Phoenix club.
We both swam in the same club as Marissa Rollnick, Sandy Reeves and Tyrone Tozer. What a team we made. Even back then.
Swimming was now entrenched in our family and my Dad was the Chief Timekeeper in Jo’burg throughout my early swimming career.
To swim for your Province was such a great honour and to get your Provincial colours was the dream of all young swimmers. I first
swam Currie Cup, as Nationals were then called in 1971 and then again in 1972.
Sandy and I then took up freshwater lifesaving and I captained the Transvaal Team in 1973 and 1974.
I eventually gave up swimming and took up a new love, squash, and played reserve and First League in Jo’burg PE and Cape Town.
I met my husband whilst playing against him in a business league. He is my other big supporter and is now very involved in the
timekeeping side of Masters.
Whilst in PE I met up with Heather Campbell’s parents. I played Bridge with both of them and tennis with Heathers Mom. Strangely
this connection did not get me back in the pool.
It was whilst while I was playing squash at Constantia Gym that I met Hester Brusser, who persuaded me to come back to swimming
after a 25 year layoff.
I had to give up my beloved squash after a hip replacement and that is when the swimming bug really bit.
The rest is History.
Being part of Cape Town Masters and a member of a World Record breaking team has made it all worthwhile.
See you in the pool.
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LASTLY BUT CERTAINLY NOT LEAST WE WISH THE FOLLOWING SWIMMERS WHO ARE REPRESENTING THEIR CLUBS AT WORLD
MASTERS IN MONTREAL ALL THE VERY BEST. A SAFE AND SUCCESSFUL TRIP. WE WANT TO HEAR THE ‘CLANK’ OF MEDALS PLEASE.

From Coelacanths: Gary Albertyn, Annemarie Dressler, Marieke Bouwer and Selwyn Sundelowitz.
From Cape Town:

From Phoenix:

Sanderina Kruger, Rod Holshausen, Harald Kruger, Perry Cadiz, Kathryn Nurse,
Judy Brewis, Graham Fiser, Mike Winfield, Francois du Toit, Gail McCarney, Nick Orton
Calvin Maughan, Danie Folscher, Jay Richards and Tim Shead. From Cape Dolphins Izak
Spies
Sue Leuner, Ann Jones and Jane Hulley.

From Wahoo:

Tocher Mitchell, Andre Steynberg, Byron Billett, Francois Grobler, Jacques de Villiers,
Mercia Ferreira, Carel van Heerden

From East Coast:

Barbara Leiman

From Highway

Annette Thatcher

And finally: Life as it is

So till next time, whenever, wherever…………………….
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